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Abstract—Multipath solutions have been shown to help improve throughput, reliability and/or load balancing. This paper
seeks to understand if and when they benefit rate stability. Rate
stability is important to many real-time, interactive applications,
e.g., streaming video, but whether multipath solutions can help
is unclear. Of relevance is the time-scale at which bandwidth
changes are detected and acted upon to rebalance transmissions across paths. Consider two boundary cases: instantaneous
detection and rate re-allocation, and a static rate assignment
based on long-term path statistics. When transmissions can be
instantaneously rebalanced across paths based on real-time link
rate information, a multipath solution trivially improves rate
stability (it all but eliminates rate variations). In contrast, when
rate allocations are static, we find that multipath cannot improve
upon the best single-path solution when buffers are large. When
buffers are small (and coding is used to overcome losses), a
multipath solution can, however, be beneficial even under a static
rate allocation. The paper provides insight into when and how
multipath solutions can help improve rate stability.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The control of end-to-end latency, be it in the form of
average delay or jitter, is of importance to a wide range of
applications and systems. This is true for real-time systems
that often involve control loops with tight delay constraints [5],
[18]. It is also of relevance to many audio and video applications [6], [12], [19], [23], where delay and jitter affect the
size of playback buffers and the level of interactivity. Similarly,
distributed multi-player games also exhibit sensitivity to both
delay and jitter [11], [14], which determine the feasibility and
accuracy of many game actions.
Delay itself is made up of propagation, transmission, and
queueing delays, with the latter responsible for delay variations. Those variations arise from fluctuations in the transmission rate available to individual flows, i.e., the bandwidth
share they are able to get. In other words, delay variations
are induced by variations in the end-to-end rate available to
an individual flow. There are many causes for rate variations
in packet networks. In wireless networks, phenomena such
as fading, multipath propagation, shadowing, interferences,
and mobility all affect transmission rates. Conversely, the
high level of statistical multiplexing that is the norm in
wired networks can give rise to significant fluctuations in the
volume of traffic carried by an individual link. The resulting
variations in link congestion in turn affect the transmission
rates individual flows experience.
∗ This
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Hence, developing solutions that can control rate variability,
and therefore delay variability is of interest. In this paper,
we explore whether a multipath approach can be effective in
lowering end-to-end rate variability. Multipath is known to
improve throughput and reliability in both wired and wireless
networks [2], [9], [10], [15], [17], [30], and there is initial
evidence that it could also benefit delay [20]. It is, therefore,
natural to ask whether similar advantages extend to rate stability. A goal of this paper is to develop insight as to when and
why this might be the case (or not). In exploring this question,
because rate variations are temporal in nature, it is important
to understand and specify the time-scale at which multipath
decisions are made, and on the basis of what information.
In other words, what is known about the transmission rates
of individual paths, how fast do path rate changes become
known to the source, and how is that information used to make
decisions on which path(s) to use?
Specifically, we consider an environment where a source
has access to multiple distinct paths to a destination, and is
responsible for deciding how much traffic to forward on each
path. Its goal is to realize a given (average) target rate at the
receiver, while minimizing rate variations. Rates, and therefore
rate variations, are measured at a time-scale that is application
specific. For example, a real-time control process may be
sensitive to rate changes at a time-scale below a millisecond
or lower [13], while an interactive audio session or a robotic
control loop might tolerate rate variations extending to a few
tens of milliseconds [8], and an interactive game may be able
to absorb rate variations over periods ranging from ten to over
a hundred milliseconds [7].
In seeking to minimize rate variations, the sender decides
(schedules) how much of its traffic to send on each path based
on information available about individual path rates. This
information and the associated scheduling decisions can be
dynamic or static. In a dynamic scenario, the sender receives
regular rate updates and uses them to change its scheduling
decisions. In this case, the quality of the sender’s decisions
depends on the timeliness of the rate information it receives.
Conversely, rate information at the sender can be static and
in the form of path rate statistics measured over an extended
period of time. In this case, the allocation of traffic across
paths is itself static and computed based on those statistics.
For purpose of illustration, consider two (extreme) examples. Assume first a local network where path rates continuously monitored with measurements are instantaneously

available at the sender, i.e., there is no time-lag. In such a
scenario, the sender also reacts immediately to rate changes
and reallocates transmissions to maintain a steady rate1 (assuming sufficient aggregate capacity across all paths). Under
such assumptions, the availability of multiple paths can all but
eliminate rate variability.
Consider next a scenario with a large time lag between
changes in path rates, and when the sender becomes aware of
them and reacts to reallocate transmissions. There are many
possible causes for such latency, from large propagation delays, to low responsiveness of the rate monitoring mechanism
itself, to high overhead in recomputing rate allocations in
response to changes, etc. In such situations, a reactive scheme
may be counter-productive, i.e., implement rate reallocations
that systematically trail path rate changes. Instead, a proactive
approach that computes static rate allocations based on longterm path rate statistics is likely to be more effective. For
example, consider a configuration involving a sender and a
receiver connected by multiple paths, but separated by very
large distances, so that the roundtrip propagation alone is over,
say, 200 milliseconds. Assume further that rate variations occur close to the receiver on all paths. The sender is, therefore,
aware of rate changes at best 100 milliseconds after they have
occurred, so that dynamic rate updates are of limited benefit.
Long-term rate statistics are then more useful, and can be
used to compute how to distribute transmissions across paths
to minimize rate variations at the receiver, e.g., as proposed
in [3]. In this high delay case, whether multiple paths improve
rate variability over, say, using the best2 path is unclear.
The paper explores this question through a stylized model
that captures core aspects of a multipath solution, and makes
the following contributions. It identifies that when the time
lag between path rate changes and the sender’s reaction to
them is large so that a static rate allocation is in order, then a
multipath solution needs not improve over the best single path
solution. This is in contrast to the low delay case, where, as
discussed above, a dynamic multipath rate allocation strategy
outperforms the best single path solution. The paper also
highlights the role of buffers in this outcome. When delays are
large and buffers are small and, therefore, insufficient to avoid
losses in the presence of rate fluctuations, a multipath solution
coupled to application-level coding to recover from losses, can
improve rate stability. However, when buffers are large enough
to avoid data losses, the best single path solution always yields
lower rate variability. The result holds even absent the impact
of packet reordering across paths [28], and we offer evidence
that the result also stands even when accounting for reordering.
The rest of the paper is organized as follow. Section II
briefly reviews a number of related works. Section III introduces the model used to capture the performance of a multipath solution in terms of rate stability. Different configurations
are considered to isolate the impact of delay, buffers, and
reordering at the receiver. Section IV presents our solution
1 The
2 See

CONGA system [1] offers a close approximation of such a behavior.
Section III for a more precise definition of “best.”

method and its results, including when and why a single path
solution outperforms a multipath solution. Finally, Section V
summarizes the paper’s findings and identifies a number of
possible extensions.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
As indicated earlier, the topic of multipath has been of
interest for a number of years. A comprehensive survey is
beyond our scope. Instead, we sample works representative
of the benefits of multipaths, and review briefly a paper with
motivations similar to ours, namely, improving rate stability.
Because multipath solutions offer access to more plentiful
and diverse network resources, they are natural candidates
for improving either reliability, or throughput, or both. [9]
investigated the use of multipaths to better support high
bit rate applications in low-bandwidth networks, while [10]
sought to increase aggregate bandwidth in inter-domain routing. Similarly motivated investigations were carried out for
sensor networks, where link bandwidth is low and highly
variable, e.g., see [30] for a recent survey. The benefits of path
diversity for video streaming was explored in [2] and [17].
Both papers highlighted increases in throughput and reduction
in loss correlation, while [2] also demonstrated improvements
in video quality when used in combination with multiple
description coding. The use of coding to improve throughput
was further investigated in [31], [32]. Additionally, the use
of multipath to improve end-to-end reliability and/or fault
tolerance was studied in a number of earlier works, e.g., [4],
[15], [21], [22], [24], with [29] offering the first theoretical
investigation of the problem.
Surprisingly, the use of multipath to improve rate stability
has received little attention to-date. One exception is [3],
which shares similar goals as this paper. Specifically, [3]
introduces a distributed optimization framework to compute
multipath solutions that minimize rate variance while meeting
minimum average rate guarantees. For analytical tractability,
[3] minimizes the sum of individual link rate variances across
a multipath rather than the end-to-end path rate variance, as
we do in this paper. In addition, [3]’s focus is on a protocol for
realizing a solution, rather than understanding when and why
a multipath solution can lower rate variability. Another related
work is [27], which focused on live streaming applications and
investigated the use of multipaths to reduce jitter3 . It relied
on duplicate transmissions over two paths with nearly equal
delays, and demonstrated by simulation improvements in jitter
over the best single path solution. The paper, however, did not
seek to elucidate when and why multipath transmissions would
in general reduce jitter and/or rate variability.
III. M ODEL D ESCRIPTION AND P ROBLEM S TATEMENT
This section introduces our model for comparing multipath
and single-path solutions in terms of rate stability. The problem
is first presented in a general form, from which a simplified
yet representative model is extracted for analytical tractability.
3 As discussed in the next section, jitter and rate variations are closely
related.

A. A General Multipath Model
A network is represented by a directed graph G(V, E).
Vertices (V ) correspond to network/terminal nodes and edges
(E) to links between nodes. For vertices i, j ∈ V, (i, i0 ) ∈ E
denotes the edge connecting vertex i to vertex i0 . A path
through the network is a sequence of links of the form
p ≡ {(s, i1 ); (i1 , i2 ); . . . ; (im , d)}, where s denotes the source
node and d is the destination node. The length of path p,
in number of links, is m + 1. Consider the configuration of

Fig. 1: A general multipath configuration.
Fig. 1, consisting of source node s and destination nodes d
connected by a set of n paths P = {p1 , p2 , . . . , pn }, where
pj ≡ {(s, ij,1 ); (ij,1 , ij,2 ), . . . , (ij,mj , d)} is the j th , 1 ≤ j ≤
n, path in P . Node s is sourcing a flow of rate of r bits/sec, and
is making scheduling decisions that determine its transmission
rate4 on each path. Specifically, Rj (t), 1 ≤ j ≤ n, denotes the
flow’s transmission rate on path j at time t.
Transmissions proceed in a store-and-forward fashion on
each path, with buffers available at nodes to store bits whenever the incoming rate is higher than the outgoing rate. In
particular, a flow’s incoming and outgoing rates at each node
are assumed to be time-varying. As mentioned earlier, there are
multiple possible causes for such variations, e.g., fluctuations
in link capacity in wireless networks or the impact of statistical
multiplexing in wired networks. Of most interest are the flow’s
outgoing rates from the penultimate nodes on each path, i.e.,
Rpj (t) for path j as shown in Fig. 1, as together they determine
the aggregate incoming flow rate at the destination d.

the paths between s and d. Together they make upPthe total raw
n
incoming rate at the destination node, Tin (t) = j=1 Rpj (t).
However, because bits sent over different paths need not arrive
in order, they are first fed to reordering queues. Bits are read
from the reordering queues as soon as they can be forwarded
bp (t), 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
in order to the playback buffer. Denote as R
j
the rate at which bits
the reordering queues of each path,
Pexit
n
b
so that Tout (t) =
j=1 Rpj (t) is the incoming rate to the
bp (t)’s have dependencies on
playback buffer. Note that the R
j
each other and on the Rpj (t)’s, since the arrival of a bit on
one path can unlock the delivery of bits from other paths.
The rate into the playback buffer, Tout (t), is the quantity of
interest in that it determines the extent to which the playback
rate, Tpb (t), differs from the application rate, r. Some applications rely on an initial buffering phase to absorb fluctuations
in Tout (t). Buffering, however, introduces additional playback
delay that can affect application performance, so that keeping
it small is desirable. This is what motivates our goal of keeping
variations in Tout (t) small (the smaller they are, the smaller the
playback buffer needs to be to maintain a constant playback
rate of r). Specifically, we seek a solution to the following
optimization problem P :
~ ∗ (t)
P : ∀t, R

=

The structure of the destination node d is expanded in Fig. 2,
which shows the incoming rates Rpj (t), 1 ≤ j ≤ n, for each of
4 For the sake of simplicity, we assume continuous transmissions and ignore
the discretization imposed by packet boundaries.

(1)

~
R(t)

s.t. E[Tout (t)]

≥ r

~
where R(t)
= [R1 (t), R2 (t), . . . , Rn (t)] is the vector of transmission rates on paths p1 , p2 , . . . , pn , at the source node s,
and r is the original source rate. Our goal is to minimize the
variance of the rate Tout (t) at the destination node d, while
preserving the original source rate r.
Before turning to problem P , we briefly discuss the close
relationship that exists between rate variability and jitter.
Jitter measures variations in the time between consecutive
packets (bits). This time is inversely proportional to the
transmission rate, with variations in rate
directly

 contributing
to jitter. Defining jitter as J = Var Tout1 (t) and denoting
Tout (t) = r + x(t) with E[x(t)] = 0, it is easy to show (using
a simple Taylor series expansion) that for x(t)
r small
J∼

Fig. 2: Destination node structure

arg min Var (Tout (t)) ,

Var (Tout (t))
r4

In other words, minimizing Var (Tout (t)) minimizes jitter.
Solving problem P in its most general instance is complex,
especially when path rates exhibit dependencies. We, therefore, introduce several restrictions to ensure tractability, while
still capturing key features of multipath solutions. We first
assume that paths are independent and that rate variations are
contributed only by the last link of a path, so that a path can
be nominally viewed as consisting of only two links as shown
in Fig. 3 for a two paths scenario. Rate variations on a path are
also streamlined and limited to an ON-OFF pattern, i.e., akin
to a Gilbert-Elliot channel [16]. Specifically, path pi is in the
ON state with probability (fraction of time) ρi during which

it offers a transmission rate Cj > r to the source5 . It is in the
OFF state the rest of the time with a transmission rate of 0.
Each path is further assumed to have an average rate E[Rpj (t)]
that exceeds r, so that any single path can fully accommodate
the source rate. In other words, ∀j, E[Rpj (t)] = ρj Cj ≥ r.
Note also that Var(Rpj (t)) = ρj (1 − ρj )Cj2 .
In spite of these simplified assumptions, a wide range of
path rate variations are still feasible, and the focus is on
their impact on the variability of Tout (t) without concerns
for constraints such as bandwidth limitations on individual
paths. We further consider two special (extreme) cases of the

Fig. 3: A basic two-path instance of problem P
simplified configuration of Fig. 3, through which we seek to
explore if and how a multipath solution can be useful.
(1) Delays (from path rate change to sender rate reallocation)
are negligible, so that the source instantaneously reacts to rate
changes, and dynamically adjusts its transmission decisions to
minimize rate variations at the destination.
(2) Delays are large, so that the source “never” learns of or
reacts to rate changes6 . It is only aware of the (long-term) rate
statistics of each path, and makes static rate allocation decisions to minimize Var(Tout ) based solely on that information.
This latter scenario is further split into two sub-cases.
(2a) Network buffers (at nodes i1 and i2 of Fig. 3), are small.
As the source does not adapt to rate variations, this implies
data loss. To counter the effect of those losses, we assume the
use of perfect codes, e.g., Fountain codes [26], at the source7 .
(2b) Network buffers are large enough to avoid all network
losses. For simplicity, we ignore the possibility of time-outs,
so that retransmissions are not needed, and assume similar
propagation delays on all paths (data still arrives out of order
when one or more paths is in the OFF state). Hence, while
reordering was absent from the other scenarios, it now induces
variations in Tout (t) and its impact needs to be accounted for.
IV. S OLUTION M ETHOD
This section presents our approach to solving problem P
in the two configurations introduced in the previous section.
We start with configuration 1, where the source is instantaneously aware of rate changes on each path and can adapt its
transmissions accordingly.
5 C is the link bandwidth available to the source after accounting for the
j
impact of other traffic.
6 Or at least, it learns about or reacts to them too late to meaningfully affect
rate variations at the destination.
7 Note that this comes at the cost of an increase in the source transmission
rate because of coding overhead.

A. Scenario 1: Instantaneous Source Adaptation
For ease of comparison, we first describe the solution to
problem P in a single path scenario. With just one path and
short transmission delays, the transmission rate at the source,
R(t), is essentially the rate seen by the destination8 , i.e.,
R(t) = Tout (t). In this case, the source’s only decision is
how high to set R(t) after a period of interruption on the path
to the destination. When the path comes back ON, the source
has accumulated data in its buffer, there is then a trade-off
between how fast it empties the buffer and the magnitude of
the variations in Tout it induces. This can be specified through
the following statistics

0

r , w.p. p1
Tout (t) = R(t) = r, w.p. p2


0, w.p. 1 − ρ ,
where r0 ≤ C is the buffer draining rate at the source, and
1 − ρ is the probability that the path is in the OFF state.
Our goal is to minimize Var(Tout (t)) = r0 r(1−ρ) subject to
the constraint E[R(t)] = p1 r0 + p2 r = r. Since Var(Tout (t))
is monotonically increasing in r0 , the solution is to pick
the smallest possible value for r0 that satisfies the constraint
E[R(t)] = r. This constraint together with the fact that
p1 + p2 = ρ gives
p1 =

(1 − ρ)r
r0 − r

and

p2 =

ρr0 − r
r0 − r

which immediately implies r0 = ρr , and therefore the following
solution under the assumption of a single path:
∗
Var(Tout,1
(t)) =

r2 (1 − ρ)
ρ

(2)

Eq. (2) is monotonically increasing in ρ, which is intuitive,
i.e., a more reliable path results in lower rate variance.
Consider now the case of two paths. The source buffers data
when both paths are in the OFF state. When its buffer is not
empty and either path is in the ON state, the source transmits at
rate r0 (typically using only one path). Otherwise, it transmits
at rate r. This gives rise to a similar formulation as in the single
path case, with the modification that the probability that the
source’s rate is 0 is now equal to p3 = (1−ρ1 )(1−ρ2 ), where
ρj , j = 1, 2, is the probability that path j is in the ON state.
Using again E[R(t)] = r, we now get
p1 =

(1 − a)r
r0 − r

and

p2 =

ar0 − r
r0 − r

where a = (1 − ρ1 )(1 − ρ2 ). This also gives Var(Tout (t)) =
rr0 (1 − ρ1 )(1 − ρ2 ), and minimizing Var(Tout (t)) still calls
for choosing the smallest possible value for r0 while ensuring
E[R(t)] = r. This gives r0 = 1−(1−ρr1 )(1−ρ2 ) , and therefore
∗
Var(Tout,2
(t)) =

r2 (1 − ρ1 )(1 − ρ2 )
1 − (1 − ρ1 )(1 − ρ2 )

(3)

8 We assume that to avoid losses the source stops transmitting, i.e., it buffers
data, as soon as it detects that the last link on its path is in the OFF state.

Comparing Eqs. (2) and (3) readily gives that unless ρj = 1
for either one of the two paths, a two paths solution can reduce
rate variability. Note that the solution is easily generalized to
n paths, with the following variance for the best rate setting:
Qn
r2 j=1 (1 − ρj )
∗
Qn
(4)
Var(Tout,n (t)) =
1 − j=1 (1 − ρj )
where ρj is the probability that the ith path is in the ON state.
The result is summarized in the following proposition.
Proposition 1: When paths exhibit rate variations that are
instantaneously detectable at the source so that it can immediately react to them, a multipath solution can lower rate
variability at the destination. In addition, the ability to lower
rate variability increases with the number of paths available.
The benefits of a multipath solution articulated in Proposition 1
are illustrated in Fig. 4 for different number of paths and path
statistics (values of ρ), under the assumption of identical paths.

where αj is the (static) fraction of the source rate plus coding
that is sent on path j, and ρj is the fraction of time that
path j is in the ON state. The source is assumed to know all
the ρj ’s and to use them to compute αj values that minimize
rate variations at the destination. Specifically, the combination
of small buffers and static rate allocations implies that
X
Tout (t) =
αj δj (t)b
r
j

where δj (t) = 1, if the state of path j is ON and 0 otherwise.
This yields the following mean and variance for Tout (t)
X
E[Tout (t)] =
αj ρj rb
(5)
j

Var(Tout (t))

2

= rb

X

αj2 ρj (1 − ρj )

Note that Eq. (5) implies that the smallest coding rate that
allows successful decoding at the destination is
r
(7)
rbmin ≈ P
j αj ρj
Choosing rb = rbmin , therefore, lowers Var(Tout (t)) to
P
r2 j αj2 ρj (1 − ρj )
Var(Tout (t)) =
P
2
j αj ρj

Fig. 4: Instantaneous source adaptation: Rate variance as a
function of number of paths and path statistics
B. Scenario 2: Static Rate Allocation
In this scenario, the time lag between the occurrence of
path rate changes and when the source reacts to them, is too
large for the rate adaptation of the source to mitigate rate
variations at the destination. Instead, the rate statistics of each
path, i.e., the mean and variance of the end-to-end rate, are
used by the source to make static rate allocation decisions
that minimize Var(Tout (t)). Two sub-cases are considered: A
small buffer scenario where coding is used to overcome losses,
and a scenario where network buffers are large enough to avoid
losses caused by path rate variations.
1) Scenario 2a: Small Buffers: Let rb ≥ r denote the source
transmission rate accounting for coding overhead, where successful decoding at the destination requires9 E[Tout (t)] > r.
The transmission rate on path j is then of the form:
(
αj rb, w.p. ρj
Rj (t) = Rpj (t) =
0,
w.p. 1 − ρj
9 This can imply relatively large encoding and decoding delays, but we
ignore this aspect for the time being.

(6)

j

(8)

When coding is used, the destination experiences rate variations whenever decoding stalls, i.e., when Tout (t) < r.
Minimizing rate variations, therefore, calls for minimizing
Prob(Tout (t) < r). From Chebyshev’s inequality this is reasonably approximated by minimizing Var(Tout (t)). Solving
Eq. (8) for the values of αj that minimize Var(Tout (t)) readily
yields the following proposition.
Proposition 2: When paths exhibit rate variability, i.e., ρj 6=
1, a static rate allocation that uses coding to eliminate losses,
minimizes rate variability at the destination by splitting traffic
across paths as follows
Q
k6=j (1 − ρk )
αj = P Q
(9)
m
k6=m (1 − ρk )
The benefits of a multipath solution are illustrated in Fig. 5
for the case of two paths (assuming Cj  r so that ρj ≈
0 is feasible while still satisfying ρj Cj > r). It shows the
reduction in rate variance of the best multipath solution over
the best single-path solution. The figure also highlights that
this reduction is maximum (50%) when ρ1 = ρ2 .
2) Scenario 2b: Large Buffers: Buffers are assumed large
enough to absorb link rate fluctuations and, therefore, eliminate network losses. Rate variations at the destination now
arise because of both path rate variations, i.e., as captured by
Tin (t), and data reordering, i.e., as reflected in Tout (t) (see
Fig. 2). To better assess the significance of each factor, we first
investigate the impact of path rate variations before accounting
for the additional effect of reordering.
The introduction of network buffers adds complexity as
buffer contents must now be tracked along with path states.

Fig. 5: Relative multipath variance reduction

Specifically, following the notation of Fig. 3, the rate Rpj (t)
contributed by path j at the destination can take three values:
Cj (link is ON, buffer is not empty); Rpj (t) = αj r (link
is ON, buffer is empty); and 0 (link is OFF), where as
before αj is the fraction of the source’stransmissions
 sent
P
on path j. Computing Var(Tin (t)) = Var
R
(t))
calls
j pj
for characterizing the odds of each rate value on each path. A
standard analysis yields

(1)

Cj , w.p. ρj − Fj (0)
(1)
(10)
Rpj (t) = αj r, w.p. Fj (0)


0,
w.p. 1 − ρj
(1)

ρ C −α r

j j
j
is the probability that the link
where Fj (0) = C
j −αj r
buffer is empty and the link is ON.
Since large buffers eliminate losses, E[Rpj (t)] = αj r, and
Eq. (10) gives Var(Rpj (t)) = (1 − ρj )Cj αj r. Hence,

E[Tin (t)]

= r
X
Var(Tin (t)) =
Cj αj r(1 − ρj )

(11)
(12)

j

where Eq. (12) relies on our assumption of independent
paths. The result implies that under a static allocation, in the
absence of losses (and without coding) no multipath solution
can improve Var(Tin (t)) over the best single-path solution.
Specifically, denoting dj = (1 − ρj )Cj as the rate deficit of
path j, we have more formally
Proposition 3: Under a static rate allocation and in the
absence of losses, and therefore coding, let j ∗ = arg minj (1−
ρj )Cj , then Var(Tin (t)) ≥ Cj ∗ (1 − ρj ∗ )r, i.e., the variance
of the received rate before data reordering is minimized by
assigning all the traffic to the path with the lowest rate deficit.
Proposition 3 establishes that with large buffers and delays
high enough that dynamic rate adaptation is not feasible, a
multipath solution does not reduce variations in the incoming
network rate, Tin (t). Next, we turn to assessing if this also
holds for Tout (t) that accounts for the impact of reordering.
We focus on the simplest scenario, namely, all paths have the

same propagation delay so that rate variations on individual
paths are the only cause for out-of-order data.
Intuitively, adding a reordering constraint should only make
matters worse. Analyzing this configuration is, however, complex because ordering couples rates across paths, i.e., individual paths cannot anymore be studied in isolation. Furthermore,
variations in Tout (t) and Tin (t) differ in both range and
statistics. Accounting for these different factors makes a direct
analysis challenging, but as we state next, two observations
render it tractable (though not simple).
Proposition 4: Let xj and yj denote the content of the link
and reordering buffers of path j, respectively. For simplicity,
we consider the case of only two paths. We have
1) At any time, (y1 = 0) ∨ (y2 = 0), i.e., at least one of
the two reordering buffers is empty.
α
α
x2 , then y1 = 0, and if x1 ≤ 1−α
x2 , then
2) If x1 ≥ 1−α
y2 = 0, where as before α is the fraction of traffic sent
on path 1.
The proof can be found in [25].
Using Proposition 4, we derive the distribution of Tout (t).
 C1

 αC ,


2

 1−α ,
Tout (t) = r,


0,




w.p.
w.p.
w.p.
w.p.

P10 (x2 < 1−α
x1 ) + P11 (x2 < 1−α
x1 )
α
α
1−α
P01 (x2 > α x1 ) + P11 (x2 > 1−α
x1 )
α
(1)
(1)
F1 (0) · F2 (0)
(0)
(0)
F1 (∞) · F2 (∞) + P10 (x2 ≥ 1−α
x1 )
α
1−α
+P01 (x2 ≤ α x1 )
(13)

where Pkl (A), k, l ∈ {0, 1} is the probability of the event A
while the link of path 1 is in state k and the link of path 2 is in
(k)
state l, and Fj (x), j ∈ {1, 2}, k ∈ {0, 1}, is the probability
that the content of the link buffer of path j is less than equal
to x and the link is in state k. The derivation of Eq. (13) and
(k)
expressions for Pkl (A) and Fj (x) are again in [25].
With the distribution of Tout (t) in hand, it is possible
to obtain an expression for Var(Tout (t)). Its complexity,
however, offers little analytical insight, and we instead offer a
representative example of its behavior in Fig. 6. The figure
displays the value of Var(Tout (t)) as the rate allocation
parameter α varies from 0 to 1. It illustrates that allocating the
entire flow to the path with the smaller rate deficit again yields
the lowest rate variance. As a matter of fact, in this example,
both single-path solutions outperform all multipath options.
This illustrates the added penalty that reordering imposes as
soon as a second path is used, even if only rarely, i.e., data is
held-up whenever one path falls behind. The next proposition
formalizes the result, where we again use a two paths scenario
for ease of exposition.
Proposition 5: Under a static rate allocation and in the
absence of losses, and therefore coding, let j ∗ = arg minj (1−
ρj )Cj , then Var(Tout (t)) ≥ Cj ∗ (1 − ρj ∗ )r, i.e., the variance
of the received rate after data reordering is minimized by
assigning all the traffic to the path with the lowest rate deficit.
The proof can again be found in [25].
V. C ONCLUSION & F UTURE W ORK
The paper demonstrates that multipath solutions need not
always reduce rate variability. The outcome depends on the
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Fig. 6: Rate Variance with large buffers (r = 2 Mb/s, C1 =
4 Mb/s, C2 = 8 Mb/s, both paths have the same average time
100ms in ON and OFF state , i.e., ρ1 = ρ2 = 12 ).
extent to which dynamic rate adaption is possible. When
latency is minimal so that instantaneous rate adaptation is
feasible, a mutipath solution reduces rate variability. In contrast, when latency is so high that dynamic rate adaptation
is impractical and only a static rate allocation is meaningful,
then a multipath solution does not lower rate variability; at
least not unless coding is used to overcome losses. Hence,
there exists a “crossover” threshold in the latency with which
rate adaptation can be performed. When latency exceeds this
threshold, so that reactions to rate changes across paths are
very slow, a multipath solution is unable to reduce rate
variations. In contrast, when latency is below the threshold
so that the source can detect and adapt to rate changes early
enough, then a multipath solution can lower rate variability.
Exploring this question further and characterizing this
threshold is of interest, as is accounting for differences in propagation delays across paths and the impact of retransmissions
because of losses or time-outs. These are topics we expect to
investigate in the future.
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